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Philosophy
● Religious advice: "Don't follow the path of the 

prophets, but seek what they sought."

● Planning advice: "Don't support PRT; aim to 
achieve human goals." (safety, environment, and 
congestion)



  

Problems in Transit Planning

1. SCOPING
For example, "transit access to the airport".
Eliminates creativity. Scoping creates the "box" that 
we think inside of. It becomes the goal.

SCOPING:
thinking inside the

BOX



  

Problems in Transit Planning

2. ALTERNATIVES are pulled out of a hat.
Examples: Widen highway, train, bus, monorail.

...things that seem to fit in the scoping box.



  

Problems in Transit Planning

3. Failure to do a CREDIBILITY TEST on the 
alternatives.

● We say we want to save lives, reduce congestion, 
etc, then spend billions on things that can't do that.

● If the disconnect is pointed out, the goals can change 
to the unmeasurable (livability, vibrancy). 



  

Problems in Transit Planning

4. FUNNEL OF ELIMINATION

Funnel

Box of Alternatives

Preferred
Alternative

"Feasibility" as criterion

Goals 
(not connected)

When you are done with this kind of planning, you have a system that meets all regulations, 
but it doesn't necessarily make anything better.



  

Iterations of Planning
$

$$

$$$

DESIGN - $$ MILLIONS

CONCEPT - $ THOUSANDS

CONSTRUCTION - 
  $$$ BILLIONS

If you really want to save lives 
then you need a cheap way 
to find out how good an idea is. 

the "credibility machine"



  

How to Build a Credibility Machine

Goals:
(No lost lives)

COST 
MODEL

RIDERSHIP
MODEL

VALUE
MODEL

Values:
(# Lives Saved)

Many Mapped Systems

Credibility Machine



  

Cost Model
●

●

●



  

Ridership Model
● www.abqtransp.org/app
● Consumer choice model that converts 14 

assumptions about speed and coverage into a 
ridership percentage

● Mode-neutral 
● Audience input on assumptions 

about PRT in San Jose 



  

Value Model
● Goal-driven model. Example: Zero transport deaths
● Method used for safety measure: Average of auto 

deaths/km and PRT deaths/km; weighted by mode 
split. Or, even simpler:

● Example: In San Jose, 120 people are expected to 
die each year on the roads (12/100k). If 20% mode split 
is achieved to a zero-fatality mode, then 24 lives per 
year will be saved.

EASY, HIGH LEVEL CALCULATIONS



  

Value Model Output



  

Iterations of Planning
$

$$

$$$

MILLIONS

THOUSANDS

BILLIONS

 Could a transit system 
lower San Jose's 

transport 
carbon emissions 

by 50% by 2025 
for an investment of 1B$?

GOOD QUESTION!
Use the credibility machine

to answer it!



  

Credibility Machine

Goals:
(No lost lives)

COST 
MODEL

RIDERSHIP
MODEL

VALUE
MODEL

Values:
(# Lives Saved)

Many Mapped Systems

Credibility Machine
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